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ABSTRACT
People with visual impairments often have to rely on the
assistance of sighted guides in airports, which prevents them
from having an independent travel experience. In order to
learn about their perspectives on current airport accessibility,
we conducted two focus groups that discussed their needs
and experiences in-depth, as well as the potential role of
assistive technologies. We found that independent navigation is a main challenge and severely impacts their overall
experience. As a result, we equipped an airport with a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacon-based navigation system
and performed a real-world study where users navigated
routes relevant for their travel experience. We found that
despite the challenging environment participants were able
to complete their itinerary independently, presenting none
to few navigation errors and reasonable timings. This study
presents the frst systematic evaluation posing BLE technology as a strong approach to increase the independence of
visually impaired people in airports.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in
accessibility; Accessibility technologies.
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Figure 1: Examples of challenges found by visually impaired
participants navigating at the Pittsburgh International Airport using a smartphone-based navigation system.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite recent eforts to increase airport accessibility [2], it
is very challenging for people with visual impairments to
have an independent air travel experience [38]. For that reason, they rely on the assistance of airport/airline personnel
to get them from the ticketing counter to their gate. This
service ensures their ability to travel, but presents several
constraints when compared to sighted people’s experience,
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such as longer waiting times and the inability to explore the
airport in order to fnd restrooms, restaurants or shops [15].
Having a full understanding of such constraints is essential
to design technologies able to improve airport accessibility.
Yet, there is a lack of knowledge about the perspectives of
visually impaired people concerning their travel experiences
[38]. In this paper, we present two focus groups with visually
impaired people aimed at discussing in-depth their needs,
preferences, and the specifc challenges they face in airports.
We found that navigation within airports is particularly challenging, as is gaining knowledge about the environment.
Moreover, participants reported a prominence of uncomfortable scenarios related to the inability to move independently
in airports, in particular after being escorted to the gate.
Solutions to support indoor navigation have been implemented in airports, but there is a lack of systematic evaluations to assess the impact of such technologies [38]. Currently, several airports are equipped with location-based
technologies aiming to revolutionize user’s experience, including navigation assistance. Still, most eforts are focused
on improving sighted people’s experience, as the navigation
does not consider the needs for higher accuracy and specifc
navigation instructions of people with visual impairments
[50, 57, 63]. Although valuable exceptions target navigation
for visually impaired people [7, 33, 37], there is very little
knowledge about their implementations and an absence of
known evaluations to understand their efectiveness.
To fll this gap, we implemented a state-of-the-art indoor
navigation system for visually impaired people at the Pittsburgh International Airport (PIT), aimed at supporting independent mobility. We extended an open source project
(HULOP [31]) by adapting a smartphone-based navigation
app called NavCog [57], which uses Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) beacons for highly accurate indoor localization. In order to assess its impact, we conducted a real-world user study
at the airport where ten visually impaired users navigated
four relevant routes for their air travel experience.
Results show that despite the difculties of the environment, most users (six) traversed the routes without any navigation error while the others had very few. Error prevention
techniques such as veering detection, and quickly re-routing
when deviating from the path played a very important role in
such result. This enabled most users to go across the airside
terminal (310 meters) in less than 6 minutes. Moreover, their
most relevant needs, fnding the nearest restroom or going to
a restaurant/shop while waiting at the gate, were generally
achieved in approximately one and four minutes, respectively. This is the frst systematic evaluation of a working
indoor navigation system for people with visual impairments
in airports and poses BLE technology (prevalent in airports
nowadays, though for diferent purposes) as a strong approach to increase their independence.
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2 RELATED WORK
People with visual impairments receive Orientation and Mobility training to learn how to travel safely and independently
[23, 64]. Still, this often falls short of supporting independent
navigation, particularly in unfamiliar or complex locations
[24, 65]. A number of studies look into their experiences and
the challenges they face in general mobility [10, 13, 42, 54],
and there is signifcant work trying to improve public transportation accessibility [20, 29, 43]. However, experiences in
airports are usually left out or addressed very briefy. Here,
we describe prior work on the current status of airport accessibility, as well as in-situ blind navigation assistance.
Airport Accessibility for Visually Impaired People
Policies and laws against the discrimination of people with
disabilities play a key role in increasing airport accessibility.
For instance, the Airport Disability Compliance Program
[3] tries to ensure that federal requirements are met by airports and airlines [2, 52]. It consists of training airport staf
members, periodic evaluations and creating new resources.
As a result, airports and airlines provide human assistants
that escort people with disabilities to/from their gates. These
services ensure a successful travel experience, but are sometimes accompanied with uncomfortable events [38, 51], such
as ofering wheelchairs to visually impaired people, which
is often seen as inappropriate or demeaning [38, 55, 61].
When discussing assistive technologies in airports, navigation assistance (using BLE beacons) is presented as a promising approach to increase the independence of visually impaired people [38]. The number of airports equipped with
BLE beacons keeps increasing , and standards for airport
terminal beacons are already in practice [32]. Their goal is
to improve the user experience by reducing waiting times,
providing location-based deals or services, and supporting indoor navigation. However, the requirements for blind navigation assistance are diferent from the ones of sighted people.
Although there are a few valuable exceptions that designed
solutions for visually impaired people [7, 33, 37], very little
is known about their implementation and efectiveness. A
recent report to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
claims a lack of systematic studies that assess not only the
current airport travel experience of visually impaired people,
but also the impact of new assistive technologies [38].
Indoor Navigation Assistance
There are several GPS-based navigation systems for outdoor environments designed for visually impaired people
[8, 22, 34]. Although widespread solutions are still not a
reality indoors, there are several eforts to support indoor
localization and blind navigation assistance [17, 57]. There
is an increasing tendency for approaches where users do not
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require any hardware besides their own devices, for instance
by making use of smartphone sensors [16, 21]. In addition,
camera-based approaches can use the user’s (or a specialized)
device to guide them to a particular target [4, 18, 41] or to
detect and avoid obstacles [19, 39, 49, 62, 66].
Other approaches use sensor installations in the environment, such as Wi-Fi [11, 30], BLE beacons [40, 57], or both
[36]. BLE technology is now a popular approach to support
blind navigation and has been implemented in universities
[47], shopping malls [57], airports [7, 33, 37], among others. For instance, NavCog provides turn-by-turn instructions,
showing an average localization error below 1.65 meters [57].
Recent advances in Wi-Fi-based localization suggest it may
soon catch up to BLE-based localization with the advantage
of using existing infrastructure. Google recently announced
[25] indoor localization support for Android 9 using the WiFi Round-Trip-Time (RTT) technique [12], while Apple Maps
now supports Wi-Fi-based localization in several airports
[56], including relevant Points-of-Interest (POIs) in their map.
However, it does not support (blind) navigation assistance.
Independently of the technology, researchers are investigating how to better convey visual information and navigation instructions. Recent eforts include understanding
what information is relevant [44, 50, 63]; how instructions
should be conveyed [46, 59, 63] and how users react to them
[35, 48]; the impact of diferent types of errors [1, 6]; and
how to convey information about people near the user [9].
In addition, Miao et al. [44] used the example of airports to
collect requirements of indoor navigation systems; still, they
do not focus on their experience in that environment. Finally,
Spindler et al. [60] presented a navigation study conducted at
an airport, but they used a Wizard-of-Oz approach to prompt
navigation instructions instead of real-time localization.
In this paper, we increase the knowledge about the general experience of visually impaired people in airports, as
well as their main challenges and coping mechanisms, by
performing two exploratory focus groups. Then, we installed
a navigation system at the Pittsburgh International Airport;
and conducted a real-world study where visually impaired
users navigated relevant routes at the airport.
3 FOCUS GROUPS
Based on our literature review on airport accessibility, we
conducted two focus groups [26] with nine visually impaired
participants. The goal of this exploratory research is to gain
greater knowledge about the current status of airport accessibility, the main challenges faced by visitors with visual
impairments, and the main requirements and opportunities
to enhance their future travel experiences. The focus groups
(fve and four participants each) covered the same topics
and each took approximately 90 minutes. The sessions were
audio recorded and transcribed for further analysis.
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Part.

Studies

Age Vision

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14

G1 + Nav
G1 + Nav
G1 + Nav
G1
G1
G2 + Nav
G2
G2
G2 + Nav
Nav
Nav
Nav
Nav
Nav

70
65
62
33
46
43
72
76
70
42
37
40
54
69

Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
20/200
Blind
Blind
20/400
Blind
Blind

Primary
Aid
Cane
Cane
Dog
Dog
Dog
Cane
Cane
Cane
Dog
Dog
Cane
Dog
Cane

AirTravel
p/ Year
1 to 3
1 to 3
1 to 3
1 to 3
1 to 3
1 to 3
1 to 3
1 to 3
1 to 3
<1
4 to 6
<1
4 to 6
<1

Table 1: The participants of the focus groups (G1 or G2) and
of the real-world navigation study (Nav).

Participants
We recruited nine participants (4m/5f), with ages ranging
from 33 to 76 (M=59.67, SD=15.17) years old. All participants
were legally blind, but one had residual vision and walked
without a navigation aid. There were four guide-dog and
four white cane users. All participants visit airports at least
once a year and were compensated $40 for their time.
Findings
We performed a thematic analysis that resulted in six main
themes that are described below.
The Lack of Independence in Airport Traveling. Most participants (except P3) are used to traveling by themselves in
airports. For blind people, independence in an airport is seen
as impossible, as illustrated by P5: “Independent traveling at
the airport is pretty much impossible . . . I am normally very
independent, but when it comes to airports I kinda give up my
right to be independent . . . because it is so difcult!”
Such difculties are not exclusive to totally blind people.
P9 has residual vision and travels by himself, but still depends
on the help provided by other pedestrians to orient himself in
an airport. His inability to read the signs resulted in getting
lost several times. Also, not using a navigation aid prompted
rude or unhelpful comments from sighted people when he
asks for help. The following comment from P9 led P7 and P8
to suggest using a white cane to prevent it: “A lot of people
when I ask them for assistance . . . they just look at me like
’What’s wrong with you?’ They point, ’like there’s a monitor
right up there’. And I’ve missed gates . . . so I ended up with a
5-hour layover that I shouldn’t have had.”
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Very rare exceptions may occur with frequent travelers
that may learn a route at a particular airport. P2 used to travel
frequently and would try to navigate to the gate by himself,
relying on his (previous) guide dog to take him to relevant
intersections. Yet, alike all participants, he had very little
knowledge of his surroundings (e.g., restaurants, shops).
Personal Assistance Services. Personal assistance services are
essential to guarantee that people with visual impairments
are able to travel through an airport by taking them from the
ticketing counter to their gate. When arriving at the check-in
counter they are usually asked if they need assistance, which
“takes generally less than 15 minutes, but not always.” - (P1).
Although reports usually focus on uncomfortable scenarios,
participants’ overall opinion about these services is positive,
as they allow for an air travel experience with a good level
of assistance. P6 stated that “Mostly, the level of assistance
that I found, it’s quite good. It’s frequently good.”
However, all participants were able to identify a number
of limitations or uncomfortable experiences, which may affect their travel experience. Both focus groups started with
wheelchair-related comments, an issue that most participants felt uncomfortable with: “I got a lot of ‘Do you wanna
go on a wheelchair?’ A lot. It is very frustrating because . . . I
can walk.” - (P4); “Even worse is when they bring one and they
assume.” - (P2). On the other hand, P7 had no concerns about
using a wheelchair (“. . . specially if I got a really heavy backpack . . . Also, the general public is used to getting out of the
way for wheelchairs and baggage carts . . . Not necessarily for
people”), while P6 saw both advantages and disadvantages
( “One reason is that they feel that they are able to move you
around a little quicker than having you walking . . . but it can
be a little awkward and demeaning to sit on a wheelchair”).
Other inconvenient episodes are related to language barriers in foreign (or even national) airports, or to losing control
over their personal items (P6 and P7) when going through
security or at the baggage claim (P2 got delivered a diferent
bag). P7 stated: “You gotta be really really careful when you get
out of security, because you totally lose control of everything
you have, because they take it from you. . . . I had my autoharp
and I said, do you have my green bag? . . . Well, when I get to
the gate I don’t have my autoharp.”
Between and Afer Assistance. Participants agreed that the
main limitations of their travel experiences occur after being
escorted to the gate and when there are interruptions in
the personal assistance services. The frst is a major problem, especially when there are long layovers, delays or gate
changes, as illustrated by P7: “My main problem at airports is
that they are very good at getting you people to take you where
you need to get to . . . But when you get a 5 or 6 hour layover
and you need to get something to eat and use the restrooms..
that is a major hassle! . . . It would be lovely to be able to get
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up and move around, and do things that you need to do, and
maybe want to do!” In these situations, all blind participants
mentioned they stay at the gate, as they do not know where
to go and are afraid of not being able to come back.
In addition, waiting for personal assistance may result in
distressing events when assistance fails to come, but also in
a feeling of complete dependence on other people. P5 said:
“You sit here, then somebody else will come pick you up, then
you wait at another spot and someone will come. And in the
meantime you really don’t have option(s) . . . I feel like I am
a piece of luggage! . . . I am afraid of getting away, because
things could change at any time, and will I be able to come
back? . . . It’s just too many possibilities of something that could
go wrong, so I just sit and wait.”
The Environmental Challenges of an Airport. Participants
posed airports as very challenging environments for navigation. They outlined a set of reasons that make them particularly difcult, such as going through security, carrying
luggage, very large open areas, and crowds either moving
or stopped at particular locations: “I don’t think it is very
accessible, personally, due to how open it is. And people going
every each way, and kinda like, New York City but in an airport
. . . And with luggage and all the sensory things going on, it
can get overwhelming” - (P4). P1 reinforced this feeling: “I
need help. But the thing that is really hard, is when people
start moving and pushing around. . . . and all of the sudden
you can’t keep track . . . whether you’re on a straight line.”
Other prominent elements in most airports are escalators
and moving walkways. In general, participants prefer to
use escalators instead of elevators, because it is a quicker
alternative. An exception is when they carry several bags or
heavier luggage. Despite their preference, they still pointed
out the challenges of fnding the escalator that goes in the
right direction, as pointed out by P2: “My other favorite thing
about airports is when you get to get on the escalator, and you
don’t realize you’re on the wrong one until the cane is thrown
back at you”. Participants also had a positive opinion about
moving walkways when going with someone, but not if they
are traveling by themselves: “I like them, but I don’t use them
by myself. Just because I don’t know how many breaks are
gonna be . . . If I’m going to fnd the next one” - (P1).
Travelers’ Coping Mechanisms. When waiting at a gate the
most common mechanism is to ask someone for assistance.
P6 and P7 often ask their assistants to leave them next to the
help desk. In other occasions they try to get assistance from
nearby travelers, as illustrated by P2: “When mother nature
calls and you really have to go, then I get up and just look lost
and then somebody will say: Where are you going?”
Although in some occasions visually impaired travelers
may need to ask for assistance to two or three people, in
general other travelers are helpful and are able to help them
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with their current needs. P7 stressed that this is more difcult
during long layovers when airports are less crowded: “The
worst is when you are in a strange airport and it’s late at night
and there are no human beings around . . . and you’ve been
sitting someplace for three hours and have another 2 hours and
there is just nobody anywhere near you.”
Another coping mechanism is to skip challenging steps,
such as avoiding baggage claim by traveling only with carryon luggage (P4 and P8). P4 stated: “I try to do carry on as
much as I can, because I don’t really know how can I fnd my
bag . . . Going to the baggage claim can be very daunting . . .
And if there is one task I can eliminate, I’ll try.”
Opportunities for Assistive Technologies. When discussing
how can technology enhance their overall experience in airports, some participants referred to gaining awareness of
gate changes and delays, while others referred that airline
smarphone apps support that. What stood out was all participants’ need to gain greater awareness of their current location and what is around in order to gain more independence.
Participants referred to older solutions such as Talking Signs
[14] (proximity-based audio feedback), established parallels
to mainstream approaches like GPS-based systems (“Something like a GPS, except indoors”- (P9)), and wondered if more
recent approaches such as Aira [53] (camera-based remote
assistance) would be valuable in an airport. P5 generalized
by saying: “If I can always fnd where I am and where the
bathroom is . . . And . . . what’s around . . . If I can walk away
from the waiting area . . . If I have the confdence that I can
come back to it. . . . That would be wonderful.”
P2 would also like to get more information about shops
and restaurants (e.g., menus, existence of counter/tables).
In addition, P3 referred to the potential value of knowing
information beforehand (“If there is some kind of tactile model
of the airport, like a tactile map. You get that picture in your
head and then you come up into the center of the main area,
you know that A hall is to your left . . . You could kind of
simulate through an app [P3 was familiar and mentioned both
BlindSquare [8] simulation mode and NavCog Preview [27]].”).
4 NAVIGATION ASSISTANCE AT THE AIRPORT
The focus groups have reinforced the frequent need and
desire of visually impaired travelers to move independently
in airport environments. They are usually escorted to the gate
area where they need to wait for boarding independently of
how long it takes. Yet, they may need to go to the restroom or
may want to eat or buy something at a nearby restaurant or
shop. Occasionally, there may also be a gate change and the
need to navigate to a diferent gate or terminal, but airports
are particularly challenging environments to navigate.
To validate the ability of BLE-based technologies to support indoor navigation for visually impaired people in such a
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complex environment, we slightly adapted a mobile navigation app called NavCog, developed as an open source project
(HULOP [31]). NavCog can provide real-time turn-by-turn
instructions and alert about nearby Points-of-Interest (POIs).
Moreover, it provides recovering instructions when users
get of the planned route.
NavCog requires an annotated map [5] to defne walkable
areas and the location of POIs. We manually annotated the
paths and static landmarks/POIs (e.g., obstacle, water fountain, foor change). POIs such as shops, restaurants or gates
were automatically added using data from the airport map.
Adaptations to NavCog
Due to the additional challenges of airport environments,
we extended the app to include the following:
Error prevention due to veering. This is specially relevant due
to the very wide corridors and open areas found in airports.
To prevent navigation errors, the system instructs the user
to "bear right/left" when deviating from the planned path. It
uses the user’s location and orientation, the current walking
speed, and the estimated localization accuracy. For instance,
the threshold for veering prevention when the system is
confdent about its accuracy is a deviation of three meters,
but this value increases when the system has lower confdence about the user’s current position. Such measure avoids
correcting users when they are on the planned route.
Moving Walkways. NavCog uses a pedestrian motion model
combined with the beacon signals to compute the user’s
position. While this model improves localization accuracy
when the user is walking, NavCog was not able to deal with
moving walkways because the user was not moving. To solve
this problem, we included heuristics to identify when the user
enters the moving walkway. In that case, the system treats
the motion model diferently, so that it assumes movement
when the user is stopped, and assumes greater velocity when
the user is walking in the moving walkway.
System Installation
In collaboration with the Allegheny County Airport Authority, we installed 350 iBeacons at the Pittsburgh International
Airport (PIT) in two days, which is currently covering approximately 33,000 m2 and includes the ticketing area, the
train station (after security) and the path from the train to
the central area of the airside terminals, the central area itself, and one of the four terminal corridors (Figure 2). We
did not install beacons near the security area. The iBeacons
were placed in about 10 to 15 meters intervals, except in
the large open space at the center of the terminal (where
the beacons on both sides are separated by approximately
30 meters). The beacons were usually placed at a height between 2.5 and 3.5 meters, when possible on columns and
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on walls. We tried to ensure that the beacons were out of
reach to airport visitors; and not too high (the airport has
very high ceilings) as it would afect localization accuracy,
but high enough so that beacon signals are less likely to be
blocked by people, crowds or obstacles. We then conducted
a site survey to collect fngerprints of iBeacons’ radio wave
signals for about 17.5 hours to be used as training data of the
localization model; and an additional 2.1 hours to evaluate
the accuracy of the localization model. Average localization
error is 2.2 meters, and 4.5 meters at the 95 percentile using
the method developed by Murata et al. [45].
Large open spaces negatively impact the localization model,
since longer distances between beacons result in a lower localization accuracy [45]. In addition, changes in the environment may require additional eforts to install the system. For
instance, there was a very large object for an event when we
conducted the site survey, which was removed afterwards.
Thus, we had to collect fngerprints again in that area. Another relevant issue concerns the moving walkway and how
it divides a corridor in two. An error of 2-4 meters is acceptable in wide corridors, but localizing the user on the wrong
side of the moving walkway may cause navigation errors.
5 REAL-WORLD USER STUDY
We performed a user study at the PIT airport, where our main
goal was to investigate the efectiveness of smartphone-based
navigation assistance for visually impaired people using BLE
technology. We target navigation scenarios that comprise
both the environmental challenges found in airports and the
needs of blind travelers.
Participants
Ten participants with visual impairments (6m/4f), with ages
ranging from 37 to 70 (M=55.2, SD=13.57) years old, were
recruited to participate in the study (Table 1). Five of them
participated in the focus groups; all of them are legally blind,
but two have residual vision (P9, P12). Four participants used
a guide-dog, fve used a white cane and P9 walked without
a navigation aid. P6 only performed the frst task, as he
was not able to pass to the terminal area. Participants took
approximately two hours to complete the study and were
compensated for their time ($25 per hour).
Apparatus
Participants used an iPhone 8 and the adapted NavCog app,
which logged all events during the navigation tasks. Participants used their free hand to hold the smartphone and used
AfterShokz bone-conductive headphones to receive the audio
instructions without blocking the environmental sound. The
experiment was video-recorded for further analysis.
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Routes
We selected four routes based on the main challenges found
in airports and on the potential scenarios for independent
navigation. Participants performed the tasks in a fxed order,
which resembles an actual travel experience. A randomized
order would be impracticable due to security screening at the
airport and not relevant in this context. The routes (Figure
2) comprise the following scenarios and challenges:
(1) From an entrance to a ticketing counter. This route
is relevant even considering personal assistance services as they often start at the airline counter. It has 120
meters, four turns and seven POIs or landmarks. It has
very wide corridors that can easily result in veering.
(2) From the train to the gate. The longest route has
310 meters, three turns and 26 POIs. It starts with two
escalators from the frst to the third foor. We included
escalators, as it is generally not avoided by visually
impaired people, but presents navigation challenges.
Also, this route has a particularly large open area with
35 per 23 meters. It passes by a moving walkway, which
causes a separation between each side of the concourse.
This route intends to provide an alternative to the
current need for personal assistance to the gate.
(3) From the gate to the nearest (male or female) restroom. This is naturally a very short route (30 to
40 meters) since most gates have restrooms nearby.
We found relevant to include it due to the concerns
showed by the focus group participants.
(4) From the gate to a restaurant. A 230-meter route
that is shorter than Route 2, but has a greater density
of POIs (30) and two turns. Again, it has very wide
corridors, passes by the moving walkway and alike
Route 2 passes by potentially crowded areas (e.g., gate
areas and the food court). Both routes 3 and 4 intend
to increase users’ independence after being escorted to
the gate, a main issue outlined during the focus groups.
Procedure
We obtained (IRB approved) informed consent from all participants beforehand. After participants arrived to the airport,
we introduced our research, its goals and performed a demographics questionnaire. We explained how the navigation
app works and clarifed any doubt that participants might
have had. Before every task, we stressed that the participant should focus on the navigation and on reaching the
destination instead of exploring the environment. We also
referred that participants should try to recover from errors
by themselves and that the researchers would only be observers, but would always be nearby to guarantee their safety,
intervening only when necessary.
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Figure 2: The experimental environment, which includes the ticketing area and the airside terminals. It presents the four
routes used for the experiment. The numbers indicate each route starting point.

After performing Route 1 in the ticketing area, participants (and researchers) needed to go through the airport
security screening and take the train to the terminals. Then,
participants performed the three other routes sequentially.
After completing each route, participants were asked to rate
the easiness of the task (using the single ease questionnaire
[58]), their confdence while navigating that route (1- Not
Confdent at All to 7- Very Confdent) and if they would use
this app to navigate similar routes independently in their
upcoming visits (1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree).
After fnishing all routes, we performed a post-interview
to understand the users’ perspectives on the efectiveness of
the navigation app in this environment, persisting challenges
and future directions to improve airport accessibility.
6 RESULTS
Our main goals were to analyze the ability of an accurate
navigation app to support independent mobility of visually
impaired travelers in airport environments. We report user
performance based on completion times and errors, and perform an in-depth analysis based on video observations complemented by users’ subjective feedback.

walking speed of participants with/without guide dog was
1.01 m/s (SD=0.21) and 0.73 m/s (SD=0.12) respectively.
Six participants (P9-P13 and P6) completed the study without any navigation error. In general, there were one and six
navigation errors in Routes 1 and 2 (the longer and most
complex route), respectively. Of those, in three of them users
passed right next to the escalator (Figure 6), while the other
four errors were caused by a (system) orientation error after re-localizing users. This occurred only for the frst participants: as it was detected and fxed by the researchers.
However, this error caused confusion as users seemed lost
until the system recovered or researchers intervened. We
intervened four additional times to prevent any inconvenient situation although there was a chance that participants
would recover by themselves. These events include getting
very close to an of-route escalator (going down); entering
stores, or almost bumping into a family near the dining area.

Overall Performance
All participants completed all routes, reaching the destination successfully (except P6 who only performed Route 1). Participants completed each task, on average, in 189 (SD=56.6),
418 (SD=147), 57.8 (SD=7.9), and 276 (SD=73.6) seconds, respectively (Figure 3). The diference in timings is justifed
by the length and complexity of the four routes. Their average walking speed was 0.86 m/s (SD=0.22), and the average
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Figure 3: Completion time per route. Boxes show 25 and 75
percentiles, and medians. Black dots show means.
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Bear left

Figure 4: Number of times the system detected that the participant needs to veer in wide corridors.

Video-Observation Analysis
By observing the navigation tasks, we performed an in-depth
analysis to understand the main challenges of this environment and what behaviours infuenced users’ performance.
Veering was common, but ofen corrected. All routes included
open areas or very wide corridors. Such environments are
known to be challenging for visually impaired people (particularly white-cane users) since there are more chances for
users to veer and deviate from their path [18, 28]. It is important to note that we do not consider veering as a navigation
error, unless it takes the user to an erroneous path. Participants used their navigation skills when possible to cope with
those challenges; for instance, P2 noticed that along part of
Routes 2 and 4 there was a diference in foor type in the
same direction that he was heading; therefore, he followed a
straight line on the intersection of the tile and carpet foors.
All participants except P3 (a guide dog user), P6 (did only
one route) and P9 (who has residual vision) veered at least
one time, but were usually able to recover by themselves.
Figure 4 shows the number of times that the system provided
error prevention instructions ("bear right/left") to maintain
the user on the correct path (the values for P1 are afected
by the aforementioned orientation errors). For instance, P2
and P11 veered in Route 2 in the large open area after the
escalator, but were corrected with a "bear left" message that
helped them proceeding on the intended path (Figure 5).
Another common location for veering was in in the connecting area between the center area and the concourse
corridor (Route 2). While the system planned a route on the
right-hand side of the concourse, fve users veered after the
45-degree turn, ending up on the left-hand side of the moving
walkway. Based on their location when re-routed, P1 and
P14 continued their path on the left-hand side of the moving
walkway and turned to the right side only when approaching
the gate. On the other hand, P2, P11 and P12 were re-routed
earlier and therefore took the right-hand side of the moving
walkway. Interestingly, P11 ended up intentionally using the
moving walkway when alerted about its presence.
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Bear left

Figure 5: It shows the planned route (in green) and the walking trajectory (in blue) of P2 (L) and P11 (R) for Route 2.

While veering is often corrected with messages to adjust
the orientation or by re-routing, the system does not intervene when there is a small deviation from the path due to
uncertainty. This happens because the threshold for veering
detection is based on the current estimate of localization accuracy and the perceived user location and orientation. While
in most occasions users ended up correcting themselves using their navigation skills, there were very few occasions
where the researcher needed to intervene due to safety concerns. For instance, in Route 1 P10 was only instructed to bear
right when he was very close to an escalator going down.
Although the system ended up providing such instruction, it
was too close to a potentially dangerous situation (hence the
intervention). This suggests that alternative solutions should
be explored in areas that involve greater risk. In addition, P1
veered in the area depicted in Figure 5 but to the left side,
leading her to enter a store without being corrected.
The challenge of finding the escalator. Six participants went
straight to the escalator in Route 2, having no problems to
fnd it. On the other hand, P2, P3 and P14 veered slightly to
the right passing by the escalator just by a few meters. P2, a
white-cane user, recovered by himself when he noticed that
he passed by the escalator, by tapping on the screen to know
what he should do next. P3, a guide-dog user, continued
to walk forward (Figure 6) to an area that is not covered
by the system. As the researchers intervened and asked to
restart the task, P3 requested to be guided right in front
of the escalator in order to teach the dog a command to
fnd the escalator. In this case, the guide dog avoided the
escalator because she was unfamiliar with it, suggesting that
elements that are less common in their daily lives may result
in navigation errors. After being taught and restarting the
route the guide dog went straight to the escalator.
The impact of navigation aids, pedestrians and crowds. It is
well known that guide dogs ease the navigation of people
with visual impairments as they are able to avoid obstacles
and to follow open paths when directed by their owner. In
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Figure 6: P3 (left) and P14 (right) veering near the escalator.

general, it results in faster navigation and less errors, even
though sometimes the dog may take the lead and cause navigation errors [28], as shown by the escalator example. In
airports, it is common to see crowds of pedestrians moving
(e.g., coming from or moving to the gates) or stationary (e.g.,
in lines near the gates or in the food court), which can block
part of the user’s path. While guide dogs could often fnd
their way among crowds, in several occasions sighted people eased that process by clearing the path either for guide
dog or white cane users. When that did not happen, white
cane users took longer to recover, but were generally able to
resume navigation in the correct orientation. An exception
occurred when P12 was interrupted by a person asking if
he needed help, which led him to resume navigation in a
slightly diferent orientation. This led to a re-route near the
moving walkway (Route 2), but did not cause an error.
Interaction-based mechanisms for confirmation. During navigation, user-system interaction is mainly a one-way communication channel where the system guides the user to a
destination. However, users could always tap on the screen
to know what to do next. In fact, this command was used
by all but one participant (P6) both in situations where they
found something unexpected (e.g., P1 used it when fnding a
wall or almost entering a shop), but also as confrmation. For
instance, P13 (who completed the study without navigation
errors) used this command eight times as a confrmation
that he was in the correct path. Another mechanism to ensure a correct orientation was used when performing slight
turns, which are reported to be more challenging [6]. P10
and P13 stated that they performed the slight turns slower
than regular turns in order to get the confrmation sound
and vibration when reaching the correct orientation.
Subjective Feedback
Qantitative Scores. After each task, we collected users’ subjective feedback to assess the perceived ease in performing
the task, confdence and willingness to use the system to
traverse similar routes in the future. While all routes were
found to be easy, route 2 presented some difculties. The
other routes had an average score of 6.14 out of 7 (SD = 0.96),
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route 2 scored 5.67 (SD = 1.22). Specifcally, 6 participants
reported difculties in taking the escalator, which may be the
cause for the lower score. Participants’ confdence built up
steadily as they experienced more routes, starting from an
average of 6.3 (SD = 0.67) for Route 1, and reaching 6.8 (SD
= 0.44) for Route 4. The desire to independently experience
similar routes increased even faster. From a score of 6.5 (SD
= 0.53) in Route 1, it received a full score from all participants
by Route 3. This shows participants’ drive to be independent
in airports, particularly when they are at the gate.
After the tasks, we also collected general feedback on the
system. Participants considered the system to be accurate,
with an average score of 6.78 out of 7 (SD = 0.44) and easy to
use ( M = 6.78; SD = 0.44). Thus, participants reported that
they would use the system during their airport visits (M =
6.89, SD = 0.33). The information provided by the system was
also found to be complete (M = 6.89; SD = 0.33). Only two
participants requested additional information: P2 suggested
to add trashcans as POIs, possibly allowing to activate and
deactivate specifc POIs as needed; and P11 proposed to
provide more detailed information on the escalators, such as
their direction, which is difcult to understand non visually.
When comparing the perceived difculty to use escalators,
we found no signifcant diferences between navigating them
with (M = 3.11, SD = 1.90) and without (M = 4.11, SD = 2.15)
a navigation system. In contrast, other challenging areas
were perceived to be less difcult to traverse with guidance:
open areas difculty signifcantly decreased (p = .006) from a
score of 6.33 (SD = 0.87) without to 3 (SD = 2) with guidance;
difculty to traverse crowded areas signifcantly decreased
(p = .04) from 5.44 (SD = 1.67) without to 4 (SD = 1.58) with
guidance. The self-reported confdence in navigating through
the airport improved signifcantly with the navigation app
(p = .0003), from a score of 3 (SD = 1.80) to 6.89 (SD = 0.33).
Qalitative Feedback. The overall feedback about using the
navigation app at the airport was very positive. One reason is its availability in a public space often visited by the
participants (“Seeing it here, it kind of blows me away! It is
really cool!” - P12). Another reason is the ability to gain
contextually-relevant knowledge about the environment,
which is not available when being escorted by the airport
personnel. While in the focus groups participants referred
to an inability to fnd restaurants or shops independently,
they were not aware of the choices available at the airport
(“I didn’t know that all of this was here!” - P2).
As users familiarized with the app, they also started developing coping mechanisms to improve their navigation performance. For instance, P12 who has residual vision would often
turn before the system instruct him to turn. This behavior
could sometimes cause an erroneous instruction (e.g., telling
the user to turn, even though he is already with the correct
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orientation). To cope with this, P12 avoided “getting ahead
of it [the system] . . . Give it a chance to catch up with the user
speed”. Another example came from P2, who claimed that
he started by depending exclusively on the navigation app,
but then he learned “to rely more on my [his] senses and use
NavCog as an aid, so I [he] started walking more confdently”.
When asked about challenges, participants often referred
to the escalator. First, it may be difcult to fnd when the
user is further away. Second, they may “hear it when it’s close,
but not its direction” - P11. Also, participants (P1, P9, P3, and
P10), mentioned that holding the phone is uncomfortable
in situations such as getting on the escalator. Although it
is possible to use the system with the smartphone in the
pocket or by wearing a strap, such usage negatively impacts
localization accuracy. Future work should explore how to
integrate data (during the site survey) that also represent this
type of usage, and study how to minimize the impact of bodybased signal blocking. An additional challenge mentioned
by P14 was the noise, in particular in crowded areas. The
inability to hear a command, may be the reason for users
tapping on the screen to listen the current instruction.
Suggestions for improvements include: obtaining more
information about POIs (‘stop somewhere and know more
about it” - P1; being able to go through security (or ease that
process); and customization for distance announcements.
Finally, although P10 found he would navigate with the app
at the airport by himself, he felt the need for other safety
measures and referred to the importance of having a (‘button
to ask for help”, in case anything goes wrong.
7 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the main fndings of the focus
groups and of the real-world navigation study at the airport.
Perspectives of People with Visual Impairments
The focus groups shed light on the opinions and concerns
that visually impaired people have about the accessibility of
airports. In the end, the complexity of the environment leads
them to “give up my [their] right to be independent... because
it is so difcult!” The assistance provided by sighted guides
is what ensures their ability to get to their boarding gate.
Although participants referred to the variability in the
accessibility of diferent airports, all of them experienced uncomfortable episodes worldwide. For instance, alike previous
reports [38, 55, 61], participants mentioned that wheelchairs
are often not presented to visually impaired people in a
proper and dignifying way. However, P7 has a contrasting
opinion as she believed it to be acceptable, in particular when
carrying heavy luggage. Such uncomfortable episodes show
that greater eforts should be put in establishing guidelines
for the interaction with people with disabilities, and in training the personnel that are providing assistance. On the other
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hand, reports about experiences in airports are usually related to negative comments or events. Yet, we learned that in
general participants were satisfed with such services, being
more concerned about the time they spend by themselves.
At the Gate. The main limitations that visually impaired
people face when traveling by themselves occur when they
are already at the gate. After being escorted to their gate they
have no option but to wait, independently of the waiting
times, delays or gate changes. Such limitations go beyond
needing to wait for longer times, even when their fight is
on time [15]. When they have to fnd a restroom or their
new gate, they have to ask someone or “just look lost and
then somebody will say: Where are you going?” - (P2). This
severely hinders their air travel experience, negating their
ability to just “get up and move around” - (P7). For this reason,
although participants can see advantages in using navigation systems in their overall airport experience, their most
relevant scenario is to navigate from or to the gate.
Independent Mobility using a Navigation App
The routes used for the navigation tasks intended to cover
potential scenarios for independent navigation of visually impaired travelers. They traversed the most challenging areas
of this environment including large open spaces, escalators
and areas with moving walkways. The navigation app used
in this study enabled users to complete their tasks with none
or few errors, showing also an ability to prevent them. As
a result, most participants were able to reach a ticketing
counter (120 meters) in roughly three minutes; traverse a
terminal (310 meters) in roughly six minutes; go from the
gate to the restroom (30-40 meters) in less than one minute;
and go from the gate to a restaurant (230 meters) in roughly
4 minutes. These represent very satisfactory timings considering that on-demand assistance from sighted guides is
not always possible and sometimes even unavailable [38].
Moreover, users valued gaining contextual knowledge about
POIs that they would otherwise be unaware of.
Remaining Challenges. It is important to note that a fully
independent air travel experience is still a challenge. For
instance, going through security is challenging due to the security concerns themselves, large crowds and losing contact
with the belongings. In addition, it is relevant to consider
the confdence that visually impaired people have when
traveling with a sighted assistant. Although users got more
confdent as they got familiar with the navigation app, it is
unclear if they would navigate Route 2 by themselves, particularly with time constraints. On the other hand, users’
performance and comments suggest that they would very
likely navigate Routes 3 and 4 independently. While this can
be seen as a starting point, we believe that greater exposure
to the app and to the environment is likely to further increase
users’ performance and confdence [47].
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The Environmental Challenges of Airports
The environmental challenges of airports can start with the
system installation. For instance, very large open areas mean
that the density of iBeacons in that area is much lower than
usual, resulting in lower localization accuracy [45]. However,
overall the average of 2.2 meters was enough for practical
navigation assistance due to the airport wide corridors.
Good accuracy and error prevention mechanisms enabled
the system to correct the users when deviating from the path.
However, slightly veering of the path may not be detected
by the system, in particular in locations with lower accuracy.
This may be problem when the target path is narrow (e.g.,
getting on the escalator) or areas with greater risk (e.g., next
to a store showcasing fragile items). In such cases, combining BLE-based technologies with other methods, such as
camera-based approaches, may help preventing accidents.
For instance, obstacle detection approaches could detect potentially dangerous or fragile elements and notify the user.
Other challenges of airports include temporary obstacles,
such as crowds in front of a gate. While guide dogs are
usually able to avoid people and fnd their way, it can be more
challenging for white-cane users. In addition, (as mentioned
by P4) crowds also move, which may disorient the user (or
the dog) when there are alternative paths, and are noisy
which may afect the ability to pick-up other sensory cues.
The Impact of Individual Diferences
Both the quantitative metrics and the observation analysis
showed an impact of users’ visual abilities and choice of
mobility aid in their navigation performance at the airport.
Relevant fndings include that guide dog users navigated
faster, made less errors, and were able to more easily avoid
obstacles and go through crowds (even though sometimes
crowds can be distracting for the dog).
We also noticed that the requirements for high localization
accuracy and veering detection are even more important for
blind, white-cane users. The main reasons are that participants with low vision (this naturally depends on the level of
residual vision and type of visual impairment) could identify an open path when walking on a straight corridor or
when instructed to turn. The same happens for guide-dog
users, where the dog can follow a straight path or fnd an
open corridor when instructed to turn by their owner. In contrast, blind, white-cane users can more easily deviate from
the intended path due to a slight early/late instruction or
by slightly overshooting a turn. While such deviation could
often be corrected either by the user’s own mobility skills
(e.g., sensing a wall or a change in foor type leading them
to readjust their orientation) or by the system (by re-routing
or providing veering correction instructions), in some occasions a slight deviation also resulted in navigation errors
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or problematic situations (e.g., entering a store, or almost
bumping into a family in the food court).
We have recruited a diverse set of participants, which includes guide-dog and white-cane users, as well as people
who are blind and people with low vision (with and without
a navigation aid). However, a higher number of participants,
in particular with low vision, would most likely provide additional insights to their needs, challenges and performance.
8

CONCLUSION

We presented the fndings of two focus groups that illustrate
the perceptions that people with visual impairments have
regarding the accessibility of airports, which have been neglected in the literature [38]. These fndings suggest that the
main constraints experienced by visually impaired people in
airports occur after being escorted to their gate. At this point,
their lack of knowledge of the environment and their fear of
getting lost leads to a single option: sitting and waiting. In order to empower them with more independence, we installed
a BLE beacon-based navigation system (NavCog) at the Pittsburgh International Airport and analyzed its efect. Results
of a study with ten visually impaired people showed that the
system was able to cope with many navigation challenges
of airports, such as users frequent veering in wide open areas. The low number of navigation errors and reasonable
route completion times pose indoor navigation assistance as
a promising tool to support independent mobility and to enhance the experience of visually impaired people in airports.
However, a few navigation errors (or researcher’s occasional
need to intervene) also show that greater localization accuracy may be required when traversing areas that may present
greater risks to the user’s (or environment) safety.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the frst formal evaluation of a working navigation system for visually impaired
people at an airport. We note that most airports are already
equipped or plan to equip their sites with BLE beacons. In
addition, other localization methods (e.g., based on Wi-Fi)
may become viable alternatives in the near future, easing the
deployment and maintenance of apps like NavCog. Despite
the availability of the required infrastructure, what is currently lacking is both the awareness and the support of the
navigation needs of visually impaired travelers. We believe
this study can be a valuable benchmark for new installations
and for formal evaluation of navigation systems that are
already in place [7, 33, 37].
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